CBT Change Exercise
The purpose of this exercise is to identify and alter negative thinking patterns that cause
emotional distress, maintain unhelpful behaviours and interfere with tasks and responsibilities.

Situation / Trigger

Initial Response

What triggered the problem; this
could be an external event, a
memory, image, feeling or
sensation?

When this happens, how do I feel
emotionally and physically; what do
I do?

How strong does the reaction feel?
0-100%

Negative Automatic
Thoughts
What unhelpful thoughts,
assumptions or beliefs go through
my mind;

Rate the strength of each thought 0100% and identify the “Hot Thought”.

Supporting Evidence / Benefits

Opposing Evidence / Costs

What hard evidence supports the hot thought?

What hard evidence opposes the hot thought?

Cognitive Distortions
Catastrophising – Making mountains out of mole hills; automatically assuming the worst possible outcome.
Polarised Thinking – Viewing things in absolute or black-and-white terms.
Over-generalising – Making sweeping inferences based on a single negative event.
Negative filter –focusing on the negatives and ignoring or discounting the positives.
Jumping to Conclusions - Drawing conclusions without checking the facts.
Mind-Reading –Deciding what people are thinking and feeling without any real evidence.
Emotional Reasoning - Using feelings to make judgments; “I feel like an idiot, so I must be an idiot.”
Musts / Shoulds –Translating preferences or wishes into rigid and dogmatic demands.
Labeling – Using global labels to describe a person based on a single characteristic or situation.
Blaming - Attributing personal blame or responsibility to self or others for every negative event.
Change Fallacy - Assuming that things should always change to make us happy or suit our needs.
Control Fallacy - Assuming we are powerless / victimized if we are not in control.
Fairness Fallacy – Expecting everything to be measured in fairness and showing resentment when it doesn’t work out.
Reward Fallacy – Expecting sacrifice and self-denial to pay off and feeling bitterness when the reward doesn’t happen.

Balanced Alternative
Thought
What is a more realistic or helpful
way of thinking about this?

Alternative Response

New Coping Strategies

Having completed this exercise,
how do I feel emotionally and
physically; what will I do?

What helpful steps can I take to
improve the way I respond? (Think
about small steps, self-experiments,
getting feedback, shifting focus,
letting go, tolerating the discomfort).

How strong does the reaction feel
now? 0-100%
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